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Synopsis
‘You don’t think you’re going to die; and with ALS you know that you are going to die and that it will be sooner rather than later.
You are very aware that you have to make the most of it’. David Riaño, a CSIC researcher diagnosed with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis,
wants to fulfill his dream of touring Eastern Europe and bathing in its lakes. Adapting a van to live in it, and with the help of his caretakers
Mbake and Rubén; David will try to make sense of his illness by doing what he has always loved to do: travel and float on water.

The Dream
Travelling and swimming

On 21st June 2019, David left Europe Park, in Torrejón de Ardoz, Madrid, in an RV in which he and two assistants would travel throughout Eastern Europe to bathe in
its lakes. They would film everything that happened during the journey for a documentary aimed at raising awareness about people with “extraordinary abilities,” like
himself, and encourage everyone to “do what they love.”
For six months, they travelled from Finland to Albania, crossing through Italy, Switzerland, Poland, Lithuania, Estonia, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and
Montenegro, visiting dozens of institutions (embassies, disabled associations, hospitals, schools, cinema colleges) and diving into over 40 lakes.

The Adventure
A journey of redemption

In Estonia they were received by composer Arvo Pärt; in Poland by mountaineer Krzysztof Wielicki; in the Alps they swam in lake Fusini at -3ºC; in Budapest a bar
bouncer kicked David to the ground; in Tirana a car mechanic fixed his wheelchair for free when they were faced with having to abandon their adventure...
Throughout their journey, multiple people taught David to carry on living courageously. Amu, who is writing a history book on disabled individuals with extraordinary
abilities in Tampere; Krzysztof, whose life changed forever when an accident led him to meet the physiotherapist who would become his wife; Slawomir and Tomasz, in
Cracow, who help people overcome the trauma of spinal accidents through sport; Damjian, in Krsko who continues to live passionately despite suffering ALS; Ivo who
works at the Muscular Dystrophy Association in Ljubljana...

David Riaño
Researcher at CSIC

David was born in Miranda de Ebro, Spain, and moved to Torrejón de Ardoz at an
early age. He studied Environmental Science and obtained a doctorate in the
use of satellite imagery for environmental applications. He was awarded
a Fulbright scholarship to continue his research in the USA. He moved
there, settled and later married Julia with whom he raised her son
Moisesito. He later became a head scientist at Spain’s Scientific
Research Council (CSIC), at the same time as he was diagnosed
with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. He was 34 years old. After
living in the USA for 15 years, he returned to Spain in
2018. Today, he continues to work at CSIC’s Laboratory for
Spectro-radiometry and Environmental Remote Detection
(Speclab) as an Ad Honorem researcher. In addition, he
collaborates with UC California-Davis as a Project Scientist.
But his disease is progressing and he wants to channel
the negative energy for other purposes, to do something
beautiful while he still can. That is how he decided to
embark on this adventure of 7 lakes, 7 lives.

Note from David
My goal with this project is to encourage everyone,
regardless of their situation, to never renounce their
dreams; leave the house and face their fears. I want to
show that even though we are all different (and that is a
good thing), we all want the same things and, therefore,
we can progress towards a more just and inclusive society.

Víctor Escribano
Director and Editor

After obtaining a diploma in Systems IT Engineering, Víctor Escribano’s first contact with cinema took place at López-Li Films, in 2008. Later, in 2010 and 2011, he
attended two cinema workshops in Los Angeles and New York. In 2013 he moved to London to work as an editor and production assistant; there he collaborated in a
dozen films, some of them with international impact, including Bajo la sombra and A 47 metros. Three years later, he returned to Spain and began to direct his own
documentaries, including Blind Horizon, which follows Paralympic athlete Enhamed Enhamed as he swims across the Strait of Gibraltar. In 2019, he returned to LópezLi Films as editor, and José Luis López-Linares gave him the opportunity to direct his first feature-length work: 7 lives, 7 lakes.

Note from the Director
David knocked on the door of our production company in early 2019 to bring the following proposal: shoot a documentary to raise awareness about people with
“extraordinary abilities,” just like himself, and which “encouraged everyone to do what they love.” He had a special energy, he radiated a passion for life. José Luis
López-Linares was the first to see that light and it persuaded him to pursue this project unconditionally.
We gave David two small, wide-angle cameras and, in addition, I spent 4 weeks with them in the RV, recording the journey and getting to know him. The result was
far better than we could have ever imagined: through his determination to give a voice to disabled people as he dove into any remotely accessible lake and in his
eagerness to record everything, David achieved a unique combination of intimate portrayal, social claim and adventure.
David, his journey and exploits have given us an opportunity, the likes of which we won’t see again, to film a documentary not just on ALS, of course, but on human
suffering. A unique opportunity because the starting point is the perspective of a patient who won’t let himself be defeated by anything. I have tried to make a
documentary that shows David’s inner light, to transmit how his zest for life has rubbed off on me.

José Luis
López Linares
Producer and Screenwriter
José Luis López-Linares is a director and producer of documentary cinema. He began his career as director of photography, working with renowned Spanish and foreign
professionals (Carlos Saura, Fernando Trueba, Jaime Chávarri, Alain Tanner and Víctor Erice).
In 1996, he directed his first documentary, Asaltar los cielos, which became a pioneer in the genre and opened the doors to documentary cinema in our country.
For over 20 years, he has produced and directed documentary films and series through his production company López-Li Films. Among other distinctions, he has won
three Goya and one Ondas awards, as well as an EMMY nomination, and his work has been selected for festivals throughout the world: Berlin, Venice, New York, San
Francisco, Buenos Aires, San Sebastian, London and Toronto.
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